Kerry Wood Nature Centre
& Historic Fort Normandeau

Summer 2022 Day Camps
July 4–8

@KWNC Ages 6–12

Dino DSI: A New Discovery
We think of dinosaurs as old news, but guess what? New paleontological
discoveries are being made all the time! Join us as we unearth these amazing
finds that give us new insight into the world of the “terrible lizards”.

July 11–15

Mad Science

July 18–22

Eco-Adventures

July 25–29

Creative Creatures

@KWNC Ages 6–12

@KWNC Ages 6–12

@KWNC Ages 6–12

August 2–5

@Fort Ages 6–12

August 8–12

@KWNC Ages 6–12

Unleash your Inner Einstein and release your Tesla Tendencies as we
hypothesize, suspend, theorize, and explode our way through crazy (yet safe)
science experiments using the forces of nature!

Get outside and play! This camp is guaranteed to have something for the busy
body in your life: biking, hiking, paddling, and exploring; we keep moving all
week long.

The Jekyll and Hyde of summer day camps: immersive nature exploration and a
smattering of fine arts jumble together into one amazing week!

Lost Artifact
The now infamous Mr. Sneak is up to his old tricks again this summer. Enlist the
help of some unlikely characters to solve a new mystery and Stop the Sneak!

Getting Down & Dirty
Every kid’s favorite summer day camp. We’ve done our job if your kids go home
happy as a pig in a mud pit (and looking like one too).

August 15–19

CSI: Something’s Fishy

August 22–26

Thrive to Survive

August 22–26

Shutterbugs

@KWNC Ages 6–12

@KWNC Ages 6–12

@KWNC Ages 12–15

Something's lurking under the lake; can you help us discover what it is, before
it's too late?

You're gearing up to survive the new school year, but could you survive outside?
You have a good chance with this camp under your belt! Learn the skills it takes
to not only survive in the wilderness, but thrive.

Aspiring filmmakers and photographers will love this camp with our remote
guest, Natalie, from The Cinematheque in Vancouver. We'll explore all aspects
of capturing nature on film: from crafts, to pics, to roles both in front of and
behind the camera as we make a mini-movie in under a week.

All camps run from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. each day
and are available by pre-registration only.

For more information or to pre-register, please call 403-342-2010 or visit us online.

www.waskasoopark.ca

